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mancini's soundtracks are generally either stylistically classical or jazz-influenced, and
this album does not stray outside of those parameters. his scores as an orchestrator are
generally versatile, but he excels in the field of the romantic musical (a genre that has
fallen from favor in the last twenty-five years) as heard on such films as arabesque and
two for the road. mancini's scores are a pleasure to listen to, and this album gives the
listener a first-hand view of his wonderful abilities. arabesque is a film that has aged
and improved with time. it was originally released in 1974, but the fact that its such a
solid thriller with a whole lot of interesting music from one of my favorite composers,
mancini, is what makes it such a valuable film. it is a must have for any music lover,
and for anyone who wants to see a film that is a true adventure. [ src ] theres no doubt
about it, theres a lot of music in arabesque. from the eclectic title theme, to the strange
jazz number, to the catchy pop, to the funky and slightly bluesy sound of gunn, theres
something for everyone. its one of the first films that i have seen that has a music score
worthy of comparison to brian easds more famous works, and that is saying a lot. [ src ]
op. 39 symphony no. 1 in e minor orchestra i. andante, ma non troppo allegro energico
ii. andante (ma non troppo lento) iii. scherzo. allegro iv. finale. quasi una fantasia
composed 1899, rev. 1900. the greatest work that finnish music has hitherto brought
forth (oskar merikanto, pivlehti).
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